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Abstract—Ocean waves are a huge largely unexploited energy4
resource, and the potential for extracting energy from waves5
is great. Research in this area is driven by the need to meet6
renewable-energy targets, but it is relatively immature compared7
to other renewable-energy technologies. This review introduces8
some device types that represent the state of the art of oscillating9
water column technology, a kind of wave energy converter (WEC).10
Unlike other works in literature, typically limited to specific11
aspects of WECs, in this paper, a system-wide perspective will be12
pursued, from the sea waves to the grid connection.13

Index Terms—Control strategies, ducted air turbines, ocean14
energy, oscillating water column (OWC), wave energy converter15
(WEC).16

I. INTRODUCTION17

18 IN the last decade, the interest on renewable energy has19

grown rapidly, reaching, in some cases, a thriving market20

with excellent perspectives. At present, different types of tech-21

nologies are under the spotlight, joining the more traditional22

ones, such as solar, wind, and geothermal. Among these, the23

exploitation of the huge resources of seas and oceans might be24

a valuable solution to satisfy the electricity demand as much as25

possible by renewables.26

The technology development and the market growth of re-27

newable energies, including the marine one, will contribute28

in realizing significant economic, environmental, and social29

objectives in the early decades of the 21st century. Then, many30

governments are adopting new energy generation strategies and31

guidelines toward an ecologically sustainable society [1]–[7].32

Energy can be extracted from the sea by exploiting sev-33

eral physical phenomena: salinity, temperature gradient, tides,34

waves, and ocean currents [1]. Several devices and equipment35

have been developed to convert sea energy into electricity with36

different outcomes. Only some of them have shown results37

close to the theoretical predictions when tested in real operating38

conditions. Since neither computer simulation nor laboratory39

testing can effectively assess the converters’ performance in40
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any weather, the real condition trials are essential in evaluating 41

the feasibility of wave energy converters (WECs) and their en- 42

durance in a hostile environment such as the sea [8]. Therefore, 43

although many studies were carried out until now, research in 44

this area is still a challenge [9], [10]. During the last 40 years, 45

inventors and scientists have presented many ideas based on 46

different mechanisms to convert wave energy into electricity. 47

The scheme shown in Fig. 1 sums up the power take-off (PTO) 48

mechanisms of WECs that can be found in literature. The 49

energy conversion chain requires many blocks that belong to 50

different areas of expertise, from mechanical and aeronautical 51

engineering to electric and electronic, even in the simplest 52

case of a direct drive, i.e., a WEC with linear generator PTO 53

(for instance, see the authors’ affiliations in [11]). 54

The gray-filled blocks fall in the electric engineers’ expertise 55

area. Technological problems, uncertainty of results, and high 56

costs of installation and maintenance for the power plants 57

are the main barriers to the deployment of these systems. In 58

addition, there is a lack of convergence on the best method of 59

extracting energy from the waves; thus, techniques and/or tech- 60

nologies implemented to optimize the powertrain are extremely 61

diversified. 62

This paper is focused on oscillating water column (OWC) 63

systems because it seems to be one of the most promising 64

technologies among WECs to build power plants of different 65

sizes and power ratings, with acceptable performance and low 66

environmental impact [12]–[16]. Moreover, OWC systems ex- 67

hibit a potential benefit in terms of reliability due to the moving 68

mechanical parts that are not submerged into the seawater [17]. 69

Although OWCs have been under development since the end 70

of the 19th century, to build whistling buoys for navigation 71

aid (Fig. 2), the idea to use this technique in order to pro- 72

duce electricity has been applied starting from 1947 to supply 73

onboard autonomous lights of navigation buoys [19]. Tests 74

to produce electricity with more powerful generators, which 75

can be conveniently connected to the grid, have been started 76

in 1970s, but the high costs of production and maintenance, 77

together with lifetime problems, have limited their diffusion. 78

Unlike other reviews, mainly focused on particular aspects, 79

as [20], where strategies for electrical control of WECs as well 80

as energy storage techniques are the presented topics, or the 81

more cited [17], [19], [21], without discussions about power 82

electronics and/or controls, this paper deals with all of the 83

components of an OWC. 84

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 85

operating principle of OWCs and some design aspects and pro- 86

vides an overview of primary PTO technologies. Sections III–V 87

are dedicated to a survey of turbines, electrical generators, and 88

power electronics, respectively. Sections VI shows some issues 89

0093-9994 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. Wave-to-wire power conversion alternatives.

Fig. 2. Whistling buoy by OWC, patented by Courtenay in 1876 [18].

of the control system used to improve as much as possible the90

efficiency of OWCs. In Section VII, a brief discussion is drawn.91

Finally, Section VIII presents the conclusion.92

II. WAVE ENERGY AND OWC SYSTEM OVERVIEW93

The sea waves are mainly shaped by the wind (produced by94

the sun energy) blowing over the water surface. Only a little95

amount of the total solar irradiance on the surface of the Earth96

is transmitted to the seas to produce waves [8]. In oceanic areas,97

wind energy is transferred to waves and locally concentrated at98

Fig. 3. Schematic vertical cross section of a single-chamber OWC.

power levels up to more than 60 kW/m of wave crest length, 99

where relative high wave energy occurs [22]. There is no perfect 100

regularity in sea waves. Their amplitude, energy, and direction 101

vary randomly through the year, the seasons, or the day. While 102

in some conditions they can change slowly from an absolute 103

calm to 1 MW/km, in other places, they can reach 10 MW/km in 104

a short time period (minutes). Variations shorter than a minute 105

are also possible. In addition to this, the wave shapes are heavily 106

affected by the characteristics of the coastlines [22]. 107

Generally, WECs are categorized by location (shoreline, 108

nearshore, and offshore) and type. Although the large variation 109

in designs and concepts, depending on their shape, size, and 110

direction of elongation with respect to the wave propagation 111

direction, WECs can be classified into three main types: atten- 112

uators, point absorbers, and terminators. 113

Offshore WECs have more power at the input, but they must 114

withstand more severe weather conditions, and both connection 115

to the grid and maintenance are more expensive. An OWC is 116

a partially submerged chamber where alternate pneumatic air 117

compression and decompression take place in response to the 118

incident wave. By means of pipes (and valves in some systems), 119

the air can flow into a ducted wind turbine to drive an electric 120

generator (Fig. 3). Then, the main parts of an OWC plant are 121

one or more oscillating chambers with valves and ducts, air 122

turbines, electric generators, and electronic power converters. 123

Starting from this concept, many ideas have been developed. 124
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the hydropneumatic part of a single-chamber OWC.
The dashed lines are depicted to represent the optional components.

OWCs can be installed either onshore, embedded in a cliff or125

a harbor wall, or in close proximity to the shore, standing on the126

seabed, or offshore in deep waters. They can be point absorbers127

as the Spar-buoy OWC [23], terminators as the LIMPET [24],128

and attenuators as the iVEC Floating Power Plant [15].129

Starting from standard symbolism, the schematic of the130

hydropneumatic part of a single-chamber OWC can be drawn131

as in Fig. 4. Beyond the oscillating chamber, which acts as a132

piston pump, and the self-rectifying air turbine, a controlled133

valve to regulate the airflow can be mounted in the duct between134

the chamber and the turbine. To avoid the freewheeling of the135

turbogenerator when the electrical load is disconnected (e.g.,136

during extreme sea conditions), one or more bypass valves can137

be added at the top of the oscillating chamber or just before the138

inlet duct of the turbine.139

A. Design Aspects140

The OWC concept differs from other WECs for a number141

of technological features. The most relevant of these features142

is associated with the oscillating chamber, which works as a143

pneumatic converter to obtain high-speed airflow through the144

air turbine by the slow internal free surface water motion. Initial145

design featured a vertical uniform column; then, to improve the146

capture efficiency (i.e., the ratio of the pneumatic energy to the147

hydrodynamic wave input energy [25]), many solutions were148

tested to reduce the entrance turbulence and internal sloshing149

and to increase the water plane area for a given chamber cross-150

sectional area. Some examples of solutions are the inclined151

chamber in LIMPET [24], the parabolic-shaped collector of152

the Oceanlinx Mark 1 [26], and the backward bent duct of the153

backward bent duct buoy (BBDB) [27]. The increase of the154

water plane area allows the coupling of the primary water col-155

umn resonance to the major period of the incoming wave [28],156

which has a random envelop. Most OWCs operate optimally157

at resonance, and a key point to obtain higher efficiencies is158

the chamber design. Typically, the chamber sizes and shapes159

are chosen to produce a column whose natural frequency of160

oscillation coincides with that of the most occurring wave161

at the location where the OWC will be installed [29]. The162

variability of sea state conditions can affect the OWC feasibility163

because the size and shape of the structure cannot be modified.164

Phase-locking mechanisms were developed to improve the165

Fig. 5. OWCs’ characteristics used in [33].

performance when the devices are out of resonance [30], [31]. 166

Dynamic tuning devices have been developed to maintain a 167

resonant condition despite the variations in the wave spectra 168

to the most occurring waves [32], but in this case, the OWC 169

is used for a kinetic–kinetic conversion, instead of converting 170

kinetic energy into electricity. 171

Another key point of the OWC design is the coupling be- 172

tween the chamber and the turbogenerator. The overall plant 173

efficiency is the product of the efficiencies of each stage in the 174

conversion chain of Fig. 1. As the turbine serves as a damping 175

for the chamber, the overall plant efficiency is affected by the 176

turbine and its state of rotation, which, in turn, depends on 177

the electrical generator and its working state. As an example, 178

in [33], the graph of Fig. 5 can be found, which reports the 179

result of the tests done on a prototype based on the Indian Wave 180

Energy plant with regular waves, for various values of damping. 181

The graph shows the dependence of the capture efficiency on 182

the turbine damping and the incident wave. 183

The operating state of the electrical generator can be influ- 184

enced by a control applied to the power electronics used as 185

interface to the grid, and this has been addressed by a number 186

of works in the literature [20]. 187

B. Power Plants 188

The literature review has been organized into two categories: 189
190

1) the more mature onshore and nearshore OWCs; 191

2) the floating OWCs, which are designed to operate at a 192

wide variety of nearshore and offshore sites where higher 193

wave energy is available. 194

As can be seen in the following, the second-generation 195

systems are at the early R&D stage. The development of 196

floating OWCs allows designing large-scale offshore devices, 197

both in terms of physical size and power rating, which can be 198

considered as the third-generation systems. 199
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Fig. 6. Shoreline OWCs. (a) Pico OWC Plant [34]. (b) Demonstration plant at
Toftestallen (photograph courtesy of Johannes Falnes).

1) Shoreline Power Plants: The most famous developed200

systems are based on a concrete caisson built on the coast, with201

the bottom side open to the sea in order to create an air chamber.202

In these OWCs, the air can be channeled through a bidirectional203

turbine. Depending on the size and the volume of the waves,204

such shoreline power plants may have power ratings from a few205

hundred kilowatts up to a few megawatts. Good examples of206

this technology are the following.207208

1) The Pico OWC [Fig. 6(a)], built as a pilot plant, to209

demonstrate the technical feasibility of wave energy. The210

project started in 1992, and its construction was ended211

in 1999. Nevertheless, several technical problems caused212

the interruption of the project until 2005, when the first213

test ran. Significant improvements have been obtained214

only after 2009. The main problem comes from the215

vibrations generated by the turbogenerator.216

2) The LIMPET, the first commercial-scale grid-connected217

wave energy plant. It was commissioned in November218

2000, off the Scottish Isle of Islay, and it is still operating219

today. Originally, LIMPET was equipped with a 500-kW220

Wells turbine, which was later downgraded to 250 kW.221

Before Pico and LIMPET onshore OWCs, in 1985, a 500-kW222

demonstration plant was built at Toftestallen, Norway [Fig.6(b)].223

This plant operated for around three years before being partly224

destroyed by a severe winter storm, and it was subsequently225

decommissioned.226

Fig. 7. Breakwaters with OWC. (a) Wavegen’s Mutriku breakwater [4].
(b) REWEC prototype (photograph courtesy of wavenergy.it).

2) Breakwater Power Plants: In this kind of systems, the 227

power plant is integrated into a newly build coastal structure, 228

such as a harbor breakwater or a coastal protection. The main 229

advantage of this approach is the significant reduction of the 230

power plant cost. 231

The world’s first built breakwater wave power plant was 232

commissioned in 2011 on the Spanish Atlantic coast at Mutriku 233

[Fig. 7(a)]. It consists of 16 single-chamber OWCs, each one 234

with a Wells turbine, and the total nominal output power is 235

around 300 kW (the power rate could be much higher in loca- 236

tions where waves are more powerful) [35]. It was built into the 237

breakwater around a harbor, which was rebuilt by the local mu- 238

nicipality. This enabled the use of existing infrastructure (mains 239

connection, access roads, etc.), resulting in a cost savings. The 240

Mutriku power plant has been operated successfully since its 241

opening and is currently the only commercially operated power 242

station by OWC in the world. 243

Another interesting breakwater OWC, named REWEC3 244

[Fig. 7(b)], is under development in Italy. The OWC structure 245

has been integrated in new docks. It employs an additional 246

vertical duct (U-OWC) that achieves an eigenperiod greater 247

than that of a conventional OWC [36], [37]. 248

3) Floating OWCs: Other examples of OWC devices include 249

the Australian Oceanlinx (Fig. 8), the Irish floating OE buoy, 250

the Japanese Mighty Whale, the Osprey, and the Portuguese 251

Spar Buoy. These devices are not located on the shoreline but 252

just in shallow water (less than 20 m deep), so they are classified 253

as nearshore point absorber plants. These have the advantage of 254

larger waves, but they are in a more challenging environment. 255
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Fig. 8. Floating OWC: Oceanlinx MK1 full-scale prototype [34].

Fig. 9. Scaled prototype of a three-chamber segmented OWC for wave flume
tests [40].

As an example, the first Osprey prototype, made of steel, was256

destroyed during a storm in 1995.257

Except for Oceanlinx, which was successfully tested and258

which is now getting precommercial products, all of the other259

projects have been dismissed or suspended after a period of260

testing in the sea.261

4) Multichamber OWCs: The last kind of technology con-262

sidered here is that of OWCs based on the array of chambers.263

Under this category, three types of plants can be distinguished.264265

1) OWC array, many chambers, everyone with its own266

turbine generator, mounted in a single frame, as in the267

Orecon MRC, or the Oceanlinx MK3.268

2) Segmented OWC, some chambers, each one with its own269

turbine, mounted in a single frame connected to a single270

electric generator [38], [39]. Fig. 9 shows a photograph271

of a scaled prototype of this kind of WEC.272

3) Modular OWC, many chambers cooperate to produce273

a unidirectional airflow. Although ad hoc valves are274

required, this solution allows the use of conventional275

turbines instead of the self-rectifying ones adopted for the276

other OWC plants.277

The first ideas of multichamber OWCs have been exper-278

imented from the late 1980s. Some examples are the fol-279

lowing: 1) the Japanese breakwater at Sakata Port based on280

four caissons that produce airflows feeding two Wells turbines281

connected to the same electric generator [41]; 2) the 30-kW282

multi-OWC built in 1987 in the Kujukuri (Japan) harbor [42],283

which uses pressure storage vessels to supply conventional284

Fig. 10. Leancon’s scale 1:10 offshore test (photograph courtesy of Kurt Due
Rasmussen).

turbines without reversing the airflow; and 3) the Twin-OWC 285

composed of two adjacent chambers producing unidirectional 286

airflows through the same conventional air turbine [43]. 287

An Italian OWC described by Martinelli et al. [13], the 288

ShoreSWEC (South Africa) [44], [45], the Leancon, and the 289

iVEC Floating Wave Power (FWP) plant (Australia) [46] can 290

be cited as newer multi-OWCs. 291

The OWC in [13] and the FWP are based on a modular and 292

scalable design, promoted to be assembled with a total power 293

rate ranging from a few kilowatts to greater than 50 MW. The 294

OWC in [13] and the ShoreSWEC performances have been 295

simulated and/or tested only in wave flumes or tanks, while 296

the FWP has been experimented also in a real environment 297

in 2009. In spite of the initial encouraging results, no new 298

developments in the FWP project are reported in literature. In 299

addition, the Leancon’s WEC [47] was tested in wave flume 300

and tank. Leancon completed offshore tests using a 1 : 40 scaled 301

prototype. In July 2015, Leancon had also launched offshore 302

tests with a 1 : 10 scaled prototype (Fig. 10). 303

The multichamber OWCs mentioned in this paper can be 304

considered as the second generation of this kind of WEC. 305

Even if today it is not possible to foresee their commercially 306

operating phase, they are hypothetically more promising than 307

the previous chamber OWCs. The PTO schematics inferred by 308

literature are drawn in Fig. 11. They can be useful is comparing 309

the different solutions. 310

The segmented multi-OWC does not require nonreturn 311

valves, and then, possible less head losses, together with the 312

simpler structure, can be the advantages, with respect to the 313

other solutions. A disadvantage arises from the use of self- 314

rectifying turbines that usually are less efficient than the stan- 315

dard ones working with unidirectional airflows. 316

In order to compare the other three solutions, let us assume 317

that the chamber arrays are equal, as well as the ducts, the 318

valves, and the efficiencies of the turbines. 319

As it can be noted by the patent [45], in the ShoreSWEC, the 320

pneumatic circuit is closed, and then, the mass balance requires 321

that the total airflow of the chambers where the water column is 322

moving up has to be equal to the total one of the chambers where 323

the column is moving down. Thus, compared to the multi-OWC 324

in [44] and the FWP, where the mass balance takes into account 325

airflows getting to and from the atmosphere, there are matching 326

losses between the high-pressure and low-pressure duct flows. 327
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Fig. 11. Pneumatic circuits of multi-OWCs. (a) Segmented. (b) ShoreSWEC.
(c) Multi-OWC in [13]. (d) FWP.

In comparison with the FWP, the multi-OWC in [13] has328

two valves more and then has more pressure drops. However,329

the absence of these balancing valves in the FWP is paid by330

doubling the turbogenerator. The design of both has to consider331

not only the chamber design to get resonance but also the332

overall length of the array, which have to match an integer333

number of wavelength of the most energetic incident waves.334

The ShoreSWEC is an array of chambers mounted on the335

seabed to form a pair of submerged collectors coupled in a336

“V”-formation to a conventional unidirectional air turbine337

generator mounted above the water level, in a tower at the338

apex of the V. The oblique angle orientation to the incident 339

waves enables its capture chambers to be activated sequentially, 340

providing, by means of the collectors, smooth unidirectional 341

airflow to the turbine [14]. 342

The KNSWING is a multichamber attenuator OWC, whose 343

first concept validation tests have been recently presented in 344

[48] and [49]; it can be considered as a device of the third gener- 345

ation because it is suitable for large-scale offshore systems. The 346

target installation site of the KNSWING is the Danish North 347

Sea. The full-scale chamber measures are set to give a resonant 348

period of 5.9 s. The total device length is 150 m. The PTO 349

efficiency and rated power estimated for the chosen installation 350

site are 65% and 2.9 MW, respectively. 351

III. TURBINES 352

Single-chamber OWC plants should be equipped with the 353

so-called self-rectifying turbines, which are able to keep the 354

same rotation direction despite the alternating airflows. Among 355

these turbines, the Wells is the most common, but many other 356

different designs have been developed over the last 30 years to 357

overcome some of its drawbacks when compared to conven- 358

tional turbines, such as lower efficiency, poorer starting, stall, 359

and higher noise level [50]. Some of the main proposed exam- 360

ples of suitable turbines for OWC devices are listed in Table I. 361

Also, some open-field vertical axis wind turbines, such as the 362

Savonius or the cross-flow turbine, which do not need reorien- 363

tation when the flow comes from multiple directions, can be 364

suitable for OWC systems and have been used for test purposes 365

[38]. The hydrodynamic behavior of self-rectifying turbines has 366

been already investigated in depth, and several reports compare 367

their overall performances in steady-state and irregular wave 368

conditions [51]. An extensive and detailed description of these 369

turbines is beyond the objectives of this review. 370

Despite the large number of research projects addressing 371

turbine design for use in OWC systems, the reported total wave- 372

to-wire efficiencies are often low, compromising the economic 373

feasibility of these energy plants. Thus, in literature, there are a 374

lot of works on turbines to improve the efficiency with respect 375

to Wells turbines, typically used for OWCs. Impulse turbines, 376

however, are becoming more widespread and are designed to 377

accommodate sudden spikes in pneumatic power at the input. 378

The efficiency of impulse turbines can reach 75% [52]. 379

Multichamber OWC, in which more caissons cooperate to 380

generate a unidirectional airflow, should theoretically over- 381

come this limit allowing the use of conventional air turbine, 382

featuring a higher efficiency [53]. However, the devices that 383

have been developed so far are at the prototype stage, and 384

the actual improvement of the overall system efficiency with 385

suitable turbines has not been demonstrated yet. Even though 386

in multi-OWCs the airflow is unidirectional, its magnitudes 387

can show a pulsed or fluctuating behavior. For this reason, the 388

efficiency of conventional air turbines, such as the bulb axial 389

or the Francis, is usually lower than the ones with steady flows 390

[53]. Furthermore, the development of this ducted air turbines 391

has been almost abandoned since the 1980s, while the evolution 392

and the optimization of the self-rectifying ones are still in 393

progress. Then, today, with fluctuating unidirectional flows, 394
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TABLE I
TURBINES FOR OWCS

it is not obvious to assume that the conventional turbine might395

be the best choice.396

IV. GENERATORS397

The task of an OWC is to produce airflow to be converted398

into electricity, as for wind generators. Therefore, the solutions399

adopted for open-field applications can be successfully applied400

to the OWCs as well, but it must be considered that the turbine401

and the converter will face quite harsh environmental condi-402

tions, mainly due to the presence of the saline water, vibrations,403

and, in floating devices, large mechanical stresses due to heavy404

motions during severe sea states. For this reason, although it is405

possible to adopt gearboxes, it is preferable to use direct-drive406

generators that imply the use of multipole machines.407

Until the recent past, the attention of the OWC developers408

was mainly focused on the primary PTO mechanisms because,409

first, it is necessary to validate the concept of wave energy410

to pneumatic energy conversion and then to verify sea411

performance and reliability. Once the primary PTO technology412

has matured, from the point of view of system optimization,413

it is essential to begin a detailed development of the electrical414

PTO [54].415

Compared to that of WECs, the technological evolution of416

turbogenerators for open-field wind energy converters is at a417

stage of relative maturity. Offshore wind farms, for example,418

operate at similar environmental conditions to those of fixed419

OWCs. The experience made for wind systems can be borrowed420

without excessive efforts in WECs. Unfortunately, for floating421

systems, the mechanical constraints are more stringent, and the422

choice of the possible generator is limited [55].423

As reported in [54], there is a convergence to one or two424

electrical machine technologies in wind energy systems. This is425

due to technical and economical consideration. O’Sullivan and426

Lewis tried to seek whether a similar rationale can be identified427

in the case of floating WECs.428

Since the beginning of the OWCs for electricity production429

experimentation, both brushed and brushless induction ma-430

chines [56]–[60], as well as permanent magnet machines [61],431

have been used for such devices.432

Since the airflow produced by the primary PTO shows large433

variations over time intervals of a few seconds or less, a434

Fig. 12. Topology of the electrical PTO used in the Vizhinjam OWC plant [57].

Fig. 13. Variable-speed topology with DFIG.

high-dynamic speed control is necessary in order to optimize 435

the power harvesting. A variable-speed generator-converter is 436

required. 437

Over time, technological change is evident considering the 438

first used topologies, as the one in Fig. 12 and the latest with 439

doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) [12] and PMSG [62] 440

with a back-to-back converter. 441

The DFIG is an induction machine with the stator directly 442

connected to the mains. The rotor terminals are available owing 443

to a slip-ring connection. In this way, as the rotor currents can 444

be controlled, it is possible to vary the speed of the rotating 445

magnetic field, thus controlling the generator’s speed. 446

The main advantage of this application (Fig. 13) is the high 447

controllability of the generator with respect to the squirrel- 448

cage generator directly connected to the grid. Moreover, the 449

converter that feeds the rotor does not need to be sized for the 450

rated power of the generator, limiting the cost of the converter, 451

especially for high-power applications. Typically, the converter 452

size is 30% of the stator rated power. A DIFIG allows variable AQ3453

speed and active/reactive controls within certain limits [63]. 454

Considering the OWC applications, the main drawback of the 455

DFIG is that the rotor terminals are available through brushes 456

or slip rings that degrade over time. Although brushless DFIGs 457
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Fig. 14. Full converter topology.

Fig. 15. Electrical energy flows in a WEC with energy storage.

are available, the control issue and the optimization of this458

kind of machine [64] have prevented its widespread application.459

Especially for offshore systems, the presence of the brushes460

and of the gearbox represents a reliability issue, and for this461

reason, the choice of a different generator/converter system may462

be preferable.463

In the full-size converter topology (Fig. 14), the back-to-back464

converter has to be designed by considering the overall power465

of the generator. Despite the fact that this solution is commonly466

adopted for the permanent magnet generator (PMSG), it is467

possible to use a wound rotor synchronous generator and also a468

squirrel-cage induction generator.469

The PMSG is one of the most adopted solutions for low-470

power systems due to its higher efficiency with respect to the471

induction generator [65]. In order to smooth the output power472

and improve the injection into the grid, an energy storage473

element could be added to this topology (Fig. 15). Viable tech-474

nologies for this purpose are batteries, flywheels, capacitors,475

and superconducting magnetic energy storage [66].476

For instance, in [67], supercapacitors (SCs) have been con-477

sidered for an energy storage system exploiting the turbine478

inertia in a variable-speed control (variable power at the output479

of the generator). Reliability issues suggest the use of SCs in480

a floating OWC, as the BBDB developed by the OceanEnergy481

(oceanenergy.ie). Fig. 16 shows the scheme of the topology for482

the BBDB proposed in [68] to improve power quality.483

V. POWER ELECTRONICS484

Regardless the OWC topology, the power electronics has to485

extract the energy from the turbogenerator and transfer it to486

the electric grid. Even if it is possible to employ an asynchro-487

nous generator directly connected to the grid without a power488

electronics front-end (fixed speed generator), this choice would489

lead to unacceptable performance of the OWC, and thus, the490

generator has to operate at variable speed.491

Fig. 16. Electrical PTO proposed in [68] for the BBDB OWC.

Fig. 17. AC/AC converter topologies. (a) Diode bridge rectifier followed by
dc/ac converter. (b) Back-to-back. (c) Matrix converter.

The ac/ac conversion has been widely studied, once again be- 492

fore for wind energy power plants, and the most common solu- 493

tions are the ac/dc converter [diode bridge rectifier Fig. 17(a) or 494

active rectifier Fig. 17(b)], followed the by dc/ac converter and 495

the matrix converter [Fig. 17(c)]. 496

The diode bridge rectifier allows the decoupling of the 497

two conversion stages, and standard topologies for the dc/dc 498

converters can be employed to regulate the amplitude of the 499

dc-link voltage. The main drawback of this solution is that 500

the generators’ currents are not directly controlled, depending 501

on the machines’ parameters; thus, the phase displacement 502

between the currents and electromotive forces can decrease the 503

overall system efficiency. 504

The active rectifier is a current-controlled voltage source 505

converter that usually implements a field-oriented control of the 506

machine, like an industrial drive. As in the previous solution, 507
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Fig. 18. Schematic of the electrical PTO of the PICO OWC. A filter reactor
smooths the dc bus current supplied to the CSI and limits the CSI switching
frequency currents that the rotor windings absorb. The ac capacitors are needed
for the CSI commutation. Together with three inductors, they form a low-pass
filter for the CSI output current [71].

the two conversion stages are decoupled, and well-known con-508

trol strategies may be employed. Moreover, with the decreasing509

price of semiconductor devices and digital signal processors,510

recently, multilevel converters have become a feasible solution.511

The matrix converter topology realizes a direct ac/ac con-512

version and does not feature a dc-link. The matrix converter513

control has been a topic of research in recent years. The more514

complex control system with respect to the topologies that515

imply an intermediate dc conversion and the absence of voltage516

boosting have limited its application, but in some cases (e.g.,517

WEC), the absence of a dc-link made by electrolytic capacitors518

can represent an unmistakable advantage in terms of lifetime.519

On the contrary, the system cannot be used to supply reactive520

power, as requested for grid-connected converters by modern521

standards, when power is not extracted from the OWC. In522

addition, multilevel and fault-tolerant matrix converter drives523

have been investigated [69], [70].524

As for the generators, a change of the state of the art over the525

last 20 years can be observed, as the technological evolution of526

power electronics and microprocessors enables us to perform527

increasingly complex functions.528

The use of the bridge rectifier at the generator side is the sim-529

pler solution, which has been used between 1990s and 2000s530

[57], [59], [71]. As an example, in 1997, the use of a variable-531

speed electrical generator was one of the most important and532

innovative features of the PICO OWC plant. The major task of533

the project was the development of the nonconventional (at that534

time) power electronics and control equipment. The power elec-535

tronic converter adopted for this system was a current source536

inverter (CSI), which has a variable dc voltage at its input and537

the grid voltage and frequency at its output. Fig. 18 shows the538

schematic of the power electronics made for the PICO OWC.539

In the last five years, the back-to-back with synchronous540

rectifier has been increasingly adopted because it allows a more541

flexible control. As an example, for the Wavegen’s Mutriku break-542

water OWC, the electrical PTO shown in Fig. 19 has been used.543

VI. CONTROL LAWS544

The performance of the OWCs lies in the combined effi-545

ciency of the different stages of conversion in Fig. 1: 1) wave to546

pneumatic (capture chambers, valves, and ducts); 2) pneumatic547

Fig. 19. Schematic of the electrical PTO of the Wavegen’s Mutriku breakwater
OWC [12].

to mechanical (turbine); 3) mechanical to electrical (generator); 548

and 4) electrical to electrical (power electronics). Device limi- 549

tations, such as a mismatch between wave frequencies and the 550

resonance frequency, or airflow oscillations onto the turbine 551

and challenges of the natural environment, such as variations 552

in wave conditions, can affect significantly the efficiency of the 553

overall system. Thus, in real operation, the overall efficiency 554

has not been able to reach the theoretical values anticipated 555

by designers. In order to solve some problems affecting the 556

efficiency of the OWC, a control system has been introduced, 557

applying different strategies and algorithms, with the aim of 558

maximizing the instantaneous power output of the WEC [20]. 559

Newer control systems of OWCs are composed of two sub- 560

systems, a wave converter control and an electrical converter 561

control. The first one controls the rotational speed of the turbine 562

and the airflow [72], and the second one controls the electrical 563

variables as active and reactive powers, or the voltage of the 564

back-to-back dc bus, to interface the generator to the grid. 565

A scheme of a system with control on primary and electrical 566

PTOs can be found in [73] (Fig. 20), which presents the control 567

applied to the Wavegen’s Mutriku breakwater OWC. 568

Generally, a power electronics unit controls the turbogener- 569

ator of a WEC (e.g., the rotor-side converter RSC in Fig. 20), 570

while, as grid interface, another power electronics unit (e.g., the 571

grid-side converter GSC in Fig. 20) can be used. The choice of 572

these units in terms of topology and rating is strongly dependent 573

on the control laws to be applied [74]. The control strategies can 574

increase the complexity of both the mechanical and electrical 575

parts of an OWC. Consequently, the application of a strategy 576

will not affect only the efficiency of the energy conversion 577

but also other requirements such as robustness, survivability, 578

maintenance, and, ultimately, cost of electricity produced by 579

sea waves. 580

In the OWCs, the control has to meet a number of require- 581

ments, such as rotational speed allowable range, electric power 582

quality, and acceptable fluctuations in the power supplied to the 583

grid. Conversely, the turbine’s rotational speed should match 584

the sea conditions as much as possible to achieve an efficient sea 585

wave conversion. Then, the approaches to maximize the power 586

extraction from the waves and satisfy the grid connection rules 587
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Fig. 20. System scheme of the Wavegen’s Mutriku breakwater OWC [73].

Fig. 21. Scheme of the control applied to DFIG proposed in [75].

can be different. Theoretically, as mentioned in Section IV,588

control strategies of wind power plants may be eligible also for589

OWC systems; however, not all of the state of art in this field has590

been applied to this technology yet. For instance, the predictive591

power control has been considered for an OWC application only592

recently [75]. The scheme of the proposed control is shown593

in Fig. 21.594

Referring to the wind power system, classical techniques595

include power, speed, or torque control.596

Depending on the inertia of the turbine, fixed or variable597

speed implementing a maximum power point tracking (MPPT)598

can be the most advantageous strategy. The MPPT for open-599

field wind systems has been the topic of several studies, and600

it can be pursued with different algorithms and techniques,601

such as perturbation and observation (P&O), or laws obtained602

by known mechanical performances of the turbine or neural603

network [76]. The scheme of the neural rotational speed control604

proposed in [76] is shown in Fig. 19, presented in Section V.605

One of the most adopted solutions aims to track the maxi-606

mum power locus depending on the rotational speed with a pre-607

programmed characteristic obtained from the turbine’s model,608

like the torque reference-based MPPT method in [77]. The609

measurement or the evaluation of the air speed is mandatory610

for these methods. In literature, some works were successful611

in estimating the wind speed with a model of the turbine612

Fig. 22. Self-rectifying turbine efficiency [51].

employing neural network [78] or the support-vector-regression 613

theory [79]. 614

In [80], an adaptive algorithm (P&O algorithm widely em- 615

ployed for photovoltaic converters) adjusts the duty cycle of a 616

dc/dc converter to go toward the increasing power. The same 617

approach was followed in [81]. In order to improve the tracking 618

performance of the P&O method, a study of the power coeffi- 619

cient against a new MPPT indicator was performed in [82]. 620

As explained before, in the case of monochamber OWC, the 621

bidirectional wind flow implied the choice of a specific turbine 622

technology, i.e., the Wells turbine. The Wells turbine is the most 623

widespread solution for OWCs. However, it presents the serious 624

issue of the stall phenomenon, which happens when the ratio 625

between the wind velocity and the blade tip speed exceeds a 626

specific threshold, and then, it is necessary to design the control 627

to avoid it [83]. In order to prevent this condition, it must be 628

ensured that the airflow coefficient is between specified limits, 629

as shown in Fig. 22 (where the airflow coefficient φ is defined 630

by the ratio between axial flow velocity VX and circumferential 631

velocity UR), and then, several works in literature are focused 632

on this topic. 633

For example, in [84], a throttle valve mounted in series 634

with the turbine, in the duct connecting the chamber to the 635

atmosphere, is used to control the flow through the turbine, 636

in order to prevent or reduce the stalling losses and then to 637

increase the amount of energy produced by the plant. 638

In [62], two approaches were pursued, comparing the po- 639

tential benefits for low- or high-inertia turbine. In particular, if 640

the pressure measurement inside the chamber is available, the 641

optimum generator speed can be computed to keep the Wells 642

turbine in the maximum efficiency region. This solution implies 643

the presence of torque and speed loops for the generator, so 644

there may be issues in the case of small inertia values. Without 645

the pressure measurement, the locus of the points of maximum 646

efficiency in the torque versus generator’s speed curve can be 647

computed offline. A lookup table linking the reference torque to 648

the actual generator speed is used in order to make the system 649

able to follow the maximum power point. 650
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For multichamber OWC systems, the control issues are simi-651

lar to the ones of the open-field wind energy conversion systems652

if the same unidirectional flow turbines are used [85]. Since653

these kinds of power plants are at early development stages,654

this research area is still to be explored.655

Good summaries of the control strategies to control the rota-656

tional speed of the turbines and the airflow of single-chamber657

OWCs can be found in [20].658

VII. DISCUSSION659

It may be noted that it is difficult to compare the performance660

achieved by the various experiments or operating plants be-661

cause of different solutions and different boundary conditions.662

What is clear is that theoretical performances, in practice, are663

difficult to reach, although in recent years, the implementation664

of new and more complex control techniques is helping in665

reducing this difference. The development of simulation tools666

available to designers leads in the same direction. As a matter of667

fact, the ability to simulate increasingly accurate models allows668

faster improvements of all of the OWC’s components.669

The literature reading made for this work has also shown670

that, even if the number of published works is great, one can671

find more or less detailed information only about few relatively672

mature technologies (e.g., PICO, LIMPET, and Wavegen’s673

Mutriku). Typically, private companies or inventors do not674

publish the results obtained by developments because they care675

to protect their patents or because results, probably considered676

not exiting, may misrepresent their products or ideas.677

To achieve success in WEC’s R&D project, it is essential to678

consider that a long-term development plan is needed, as well679

as the quite large team of experts and facilities. Consequently,680

great investments are unavoidable. The actions taken by gov-681

ernments to finance the R&D projects cannot be enough to682

remove the obstacles to the diffusion of the WECs. The ocean683

energy sector is creating a new industry, but there are not yet684

commercially available machines, although many projects are685

at an advanced stage of development. The risks for this develop-686

ment are large, and then, coordinated efforts and collaboration687

between nations to avoid repetitions and accelerate the progress688

are required. A good example of this kind of cooperation is689

the MArine Renewables Infrastructure Network for emerging690

Energy Technologies (MARINET), made by 29 European part-691

ners, including universities and national government research692

centers, industry research centers, government agencies, and693

industries. Among the objectives of MARINET, there is the dis-694

semination of good practices, collected by highly experienced695

research groups for WEC development and the networking of a696

number of world-class research facilities, which can support the697

R&D of the ocean energy industry at all stages of development.698

In addition, the dissemination of information related to the699

experimental results can contribute to obtaining a higher suc-700

cess rate of the solutions under development.701

VIII. CONCLUSION702

Some developed OWCs have been presented considering five703

issues: structures to convert sea waves to airflows, turbines,704

electric generators, power electronics, and electronic controls.705

By the literature, it can be inferred that, despite decades of 706

studies and tests to ensure features such as reliability, durability, 707

and cost-effectiveness of these technologies, further research 708

and development are required. Because of the hostile environ- 709

ment in which they must operate, the development of these 710

systems, beyond large and advanced facilities, requires long- 711

term projects, relying on teams composed of many people with 712

different skills. In most cases, the need for large-size R&D bud- 713

gets, rather than high costs of construction and maintenance, led 714

to the project decommissioning. To date, the single-chamber 715

OWCs are those in more advanced state of R&D, with the 716

development of different structures with high survival, types 717

of ducted self-rectifying turbines, and customized electronic 718

controls. While the development of these three issues is typical 719

of WECs, the power electronic topologies are borrowed from 720

the solutions adopted for open-field wind energy converters. 721
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3

Abstract—Ocean waves are a huge largely unexploited energy4
resource, and the potential for extracting energy from waves5
is great. Research in this area is driven by the need to meet6
renewable-energy targets, but it is relatively immature compared7
to other renewable-energy technologies. This review introduces8
some device types that represent the state of the art of oscillating9
water column technology, a kind of wave energy converter (WEC).10
Unlike other works in literature, typically limited to specific11
aspects of WECs, in this paper, a system-wide perspective will be12
pursued, from the sea waves to the grid connection.13

Index Terms—Control strategies, ducted air turbines, ocean14
energy, oscillating water column (OWC), wave energy converter15
(WEC).16

I. INTRODUCTION17

18 IN the last decade, the interest on renewable energy has19

grown rapidly, reaching, in some cases, a thriving market20

with excellent perspectives. At present, different types of tech-21

nologies are under the spotlight, joining the more traditional22

ones, such as solar, wind, and geothermal. Among these, the23

exploitation of the huge resources of seas and oceans might be24

a valuable solution to satisfy the electricity demand as much as25

possible by renewables.26

The technology development and the market growth of re-27

newable energies, including the marine one, will contribute28

in realizing significant economic, environmental, and social29

objectives in the early decades of the 21st century. Then, many30

governments are adopting new energy generation strategies and31

guidelines toward an ecologically sustainable society [1]–[7].32

Energy can be extracted from the sea by exploiting sev-33

eral physical phenomena: salinity, temperature gradient, tides,34

waves, and ocean currents [1]. Several devices and equipment35

have been developed to convert sea energy into electricity with36

different outcomes. Only some of them have shown results37

close to the theoretical predictions when tested in real operating38

conditions. Since neither computer simulation nor laboratory39

testing can effectively assess the converters’ performance in40
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any weather, the real condition trials are essential in evaluating 41

the feasibility of wave energy converters (WECs) and their en- 42

durance in a hostile environment such as the sea [8]. Therefore, 43

although many studies were carried out until now, research in 44

this area is still a challenge [9], [10]. During the last 40 years, 45

inventors and scientists have presented many ideas based on 46

different mechanisms to convert wave energy into electricity. 47

The scheme shown in Fig. 1 sums up the power take-off (PTO) 48

mechanisms of WECs that can be found in literature. The 49

energy conversion chain requires many blocks that belong to 50

different areas of expertise, from mechanical and aeronautical 51

engineering to electric and electronic, even in the simplest 52

case of a direct drive, i.e., a WEC with linear generator PTO 53

(for instance, see the authors’ affiliations in [11]). 54

The gray-filled blocks fall in the electric engineers’ expertise 55

area. Technological problems, uncertainty of results, and high 56

costs of installation and maintenance for the power plants 57

are the main barriers to the deployment of these systems. In 58

addition, there is a lack of convergence on the best method of 59

extracting energy from the waves; thus, techniques and/or tech- 60

nologies implemented to optimize the powertrain are extremely 61

diversified. 62

This paper is focused on oscillating water column (OWC) 63

systems because it seems to be one of the most promising 64

technologies among WECs to build power plants of different 65

sizes and power ratings, with acceptable performance and low 66

environmental impact [12]–[16]. Moreover, OWC systems ex- 67

hibit a potential benefit in terms of reliability due to the moving 68

mechanical parts that are not submerged into the seawater [17]. 69

Although OWCs have been under development since the end 70

of the 19th century, to build whistling buoys for navigation 71

aid (Fig. 2), the idea to use this technique in order to pro- 72

duce electricity has been applied starting from 1947 to supply 73

onboard autonomous lights of navigation buoys [19]. Tests 74

to produce electricity with more powerful generators, which 75

can be conveniently connected to the grid, have been started 76

in 1970s, but the high costs of production and maintenance, 77

together with lifetime problems, have limited their diffusion. 78

Unlike other reviews, mainly focused on particular aspects, 79

as [20], where strategies for electrical control of WECs as well 80

as energy storage techniques are the presented topics, or the 81

more cited [17], [19], [21], without discussions about power 82

electronics and/or controls, this paper deals with all of the 83

components of an OWC. 84

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the 85

operating principle of OWCs and some design aspects and pro- 86

vides an overview of primary PTO technologies. Sections III–V 87

are dedicated to a survey of turbines, electrical generators, and 88

power electronics, respectively. Sections VI shows some issues 89

0093-9994 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Wave-to-wire power conversion alternatives.

Fig. 2. Whistling buoy by OWC, patented by Courtenay in 1876 [18].

of the control system used to improve as much as possible the90

efficiency of OWCs. In Section VII, a brief discussion is drawn.91

Finally, Section VIII presents the conclusion.92

II. WAVE ENERGY AND OWC SYSTEM OVERVIEW93

The sea waves are mainly shaped by the wind (produced by94

the sun energy) blowing over the water surface. Only a little95

amount of the total solar irradiance on the surface of the Earth96

is transmitted to the seas to produce waves [8]. In oceanic areas,97

wind energy is transferred to waves and locally concentrated at98

Fig. 3. Schematic vertical cross section of a single-chamber OWC.

power levels up to more than 60 kW/m of wave crest length, 99

where relative high wave energy occurs [22]. There is no perfect 100

regularity in sea waves. Their amplitude, energy, and direction 101

vary randomly through the year, the seasons, or the day. While 102

in some conditions they can change slowly from an absolute 103

calm to 1 MW/km, in other places, they can reach 10 MW/km in 104

a short time period (minutes). Variations shorter than a minute 105

are also possible. In addition to this, the wave shapes are heavily 106

affected by the characteristics of the coastlines [22]. 107

Generally, WECs are categorized by location (shoreline, 108

nearshore, and offshore) and type. Although the large variation 109

in designs and concepts, depending on their shape, size, and 110

direction of elongation with respect to the wave propagation 111

direction, WECs can be classified into three main types: atten- 112

uators, point absorbers, and terminators. 113

Offshore WECs have more power at the input, but they must 114

withstand more severe weather conditions, and both connection 115

to the grid and maintenance are more expensive. An OWC is 116

a partially submerged chamber where alternate pneumatic air 117

compression and decompression take place in response to the 118

incident wave. By means of pipes (and valves in some systems), 119

the air can flow into a ducted wind turbine to drive an electric 120

generator (Fig. 3). Then, the main parts of an OWC plant are 121

one or more oscillating chambers with valves and ducts, air 122

turbines, electric generators, and electronic power converters. 123

Starting from this concept, many ideas have been developed. 124
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the hydropneumatic part of a single-chamber OWC.
The dashed lines are depicted to represent the optional components.

OWCs can be installed either onshore, embedded in a cliff or125

a harbor wall, or in close proximity to the shore, standing on the126

seabed, or offshore in deep waters. They can be point absorbers127

as the Spar-buoy OWC [23], terminators as the LIMPET [24],128

and attenuators as the iVEC Floating Power Plant [15].129

Starting from standard symbolism, the schematic of the130

hydropneumatic part of a single-chamber OWC can be drawn131

as in Fig. 4. Beyond the oscillating chamber, which acts as a132

piston pump, and the self-rectifying air turbine, a controlled133

valve to regulate the airflow can be mounted in the duct between134

the chamber and the turbine. To avoid the freewheeling of the135

turbogenerator when the electrical load is disconnected (e.g.,136

during extreme sea conditions), one or more bypass valves can137

be added at the top of the oscillating chamber or just before the138

inlet duct of the turbine.139

A. Design Aspects140

The OWC concept differs from other WECs for a number141

of technological features. The most relevant of these features142

is associated with the oscillating chamber, which works as a143

pneumatic converter to obtain high-speed airflow through the144

air turbine by the slow internal free surface water motion. Initial145

design featured a vertical uniform column; then, to improve the146

capture efficiency (i.e., the ratio of the pneumatic energy to the147

hydrodynamic wave input energy [25]), many solutions were148

tested to reduce the entrance turbulence and internal sloshing149

and to increase the water plane area for a given chamber cross-150

sectional area. Some examples of solutions are the inclined151

chamber in LIMPET [24], the parabolic-shaped collector of152

the Oceanlinx Mark 1 [26], and the backward bent duct of the153

backward bent duct buoy (BBDB) [27]. The increase of the154

water plane area allows the coupling of the primary water col-155

umn resonance to the major period of the incoming wave [28],156

which has a random envelop. Most OWCs operate optimally157

at resonance, and a key point to obtain higher efficiencies is158

the chamber design. Typically, the chamber sizes and shapes159

are chosen to produce a column whose natural frequency of160

oscillation coincides with that of the most occurring wave161

at the location where the OWC will be installed [29]. The162

variability of sea state conditions can affect the OWC feasibility163

because the size and shape of the structure cannot be modified.164

Phase-locking mechanisms were developed to improve the165

Fig. 5. OWCs’ characteristics used in [33].

performance when the devices are out of resonance [30], [31]. 166

Dynamic tuning devices have been developed to maintain a 167

resonant condition despite the variations in the wave spectra 168

to the most occurring waves [32], but in this case, the OWC 169

is used for a kinetic–kinetic conversion, instead of converting 170

kinetic energy into electricity. 171

Another key point of the OWC design is the coupling be- 172

tween the chamber and the turbogenerator. The overall plant 173

efficiency is the product of the efficiencies of each stage in the 174

conversion chain of Fig. 1. As the turbine serves as a damping 175

for the chamber, the overall plant efficiency is affected by the 176

turbine and its state of rotation, which, in turn, depends on 177

the electrical generator and its working state. As an example, 178

in [33], the graph of Fig. 5 can be found, which reports the 179

result of the tests done on a prototype based on the Indian Wave 180

Energy plant with regular waves, for various values of damping. 181

The graph shows the dependence of the capture efficiency on 182

the turbine damping and the incident wave. 183

The operating state of the electrical generator can be influ- 184

enced by a control applied to the power electronics used as 185

interface to the grid, and this has been addressed by a number 186

of works in the literature [20]. 187

B. Power Plants 188

The literature review has been organized into two categories: 189
190

1) the more mature onshore and nearshore OWCs; 191

2) the floating OWCs, which are designed to operate at a 192

wide variety of nearshore and offshore sites where higher 193

wave energy is available. 194

As can be seen in the following, the second-generation 195

systems are at the early R&D stage. The development of 196

floating OWCs allows designing large-scale offshore devices, 197

both in terms of physical size and power rating, which can be 198

considered as the third-generation systems. 199
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Fig. 6. Shoreline OWCs. (a) Pico OWC Plant [34]. (b) Demonstration plant at
Toftestallen (photograph courtesy of Johannes Falnes).

1) Shoreline Power Plants: The most famous developed200

systems are based on a concrete caisson built on the coast, with201

the bottom side open to the sea in order to create an air chamber.202

In these OWCs, the air can be channeled through a bidirectional203

turbine. Depending on the size and the volume of the waves,204

such shoreline power plants may have power ratings from a few205

hundred kilowatts up to a few megawatts. Good examples of206

this technology are the following.207208

1) The Pico OWC [Fig. 6(a)], built as a pilot plant, to209

demonstrate the technical feasibility of wave energy. The210

project started in 1992, and its construction was ended211

in 1999. Nevertheless, several technical problems caused212

the interruption of the project until 2005, when the first213

test ran. Significant improvements have been obtained214

only after 2009. The main problem comes from the215

vibrations generated by the turbogenerator.216

2) The LIMPET, the first commercial-scale grid-connected217

wave energy plant. It was commissioned in November218

2000, off the Scottish Isle of Islay, and it is still operating219

today. Originally, LIMPET was equipped with a 500-kW220

Wells turbine, which was later downgraded to 250 kW.221

Before Pico and LIMPET onshore OWCs, in 1985, a 500-kW222

demonstration plant was built at Toftestallen, Norway [Fig.6(b)].223

This plant operated for around three years before being partly224

destroyed by a severe winter storm, and it was subsequently225

decommissioned.226

Fig. 7. Breakwaters with OWC. (a) Wavegen’s Mutriku breakwater [4].
(b) REWEC prototype (photograph courtesy of wavenergy.it).

2) Breakwater Power Plants: In this kind of systems, the 227

power plant is integrated into a newly build coastal structure, 228

such as a harbor breakwater or a coastal protection. The main 229

advantage of this approach is the significant reduction of the 230

power plant cost. 231

The world’s first built breakwater wave power plant was 232

commissioned in 2011 on the Spanish Atlantic coast at Mutriku 233

[Fig. 7(a)]. It consists of 16 single-chamber OWCs, each one 234

with a Wells turbine, and the total nominal output power is 235

around 300 kW (the power rate could be much higher in loca- 236

tions where waves are more powerful) [35]. It was built into the 237

breakwater around a harbor, which was rebuilt by the local mu- 238

nicipality. This enabled the use of existing infrastructure (mains 239

connection, access roads, etc.), resulting in a cost savings. The 240

Mutriku power plant has been operated successfully since its 241

opening and is currently the only commercially operated power 242

station by OWC in the world. 243

Another interesting breakwater OWC, named REWEC3 244

[Fig. 7(b)], is under development in Italy. The OWC structure 245

has been integrated in new docks. It employs an additional 246

vertical duct (U-OWC) that achieves an eigenperiod greater 247

than that of a conventional OWC [36], [37]. 248

3) Floating OWCs: Other examples of OWC devices include 249

the Australian Oceanlinx (Fig. 8), the Irish floating OE buoy, 250

the Japanese Mighty Whale, the Osprey, and the Portuguese 251

Spar Buoy. These devices are not located on the shoreline but 252

just in shallow water (less than 20 m deep), so they are classified 253

as nearshore point absorber plants. These have the advantage of 254

larger waves, but they are in a more challenging environment. 255
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Fig. 8. Floating OWC: Oceanlinx MK1 full-scale prototype [34].

Fig. 9. Scaled prototype of a three-chamber segmented OWC for wave flume
tests [40].

As an example, the first Osprey prototype, made of steel, was256

destroyed during a storm in 1995.257

Except for Oceanlinx, which was successfully tested and258

which is now getting precommercial products, all of the other259

projects have been dismissed or suspended after a period of260

testing in the sea.261

4) Multichamber OWCs: The last kind of technology con-262

sidered here is that of OWCs based on the array of chambers.263

Under this category, three types of plants can be distinguished.264265

1) OWC array, many chambers, everyone with its own266

turbine generator, mounted in a single frame, as in the267

Orecon MRC, or the Oceanlinx MK3.268

2) Segmented OWC, some chambers, each one with its own269

turbine, mounted in a single frame connected to a single270

electric generator [38], [39]. Fig. 9 shows a photograph271

of a scaled prototype of this kind of WEC.272

3) Modular OWC, many chambers cooperate to produce273

a unidirectional airflow. Although ad hoc valves are274

required, this solution allows the use of conventional275

turbines instead of the self-rectifying ones adopted for the276

other OWC plants.277

The first ideas of multichamber OWCs have been exper-278

imented from the late 1980s. Some examples are the fol-279

lowing: 1) the Japanese breakwater at Sakata Port based on280

four caissons that produce airflows feeding two Wells turbines281

connected to the same electric generator [41]; 2) the 30-kW282

multi-OWC built in 1987 in the Kujukuri (Japan) harbor [42],283

which uses pressure storage vessels to supply conventional284

Fig. 10. Leancon’s scale 1:10 offshore test (photograph courtesy of Kurt Due
Rasmussen).

turbines without reversing the airflow; and 3) the Twin-OWC 285

composed of two adjacent chambers producing unidirectional 286

airflows through the same conventional air turbine [43]. 287

An Italian OWC described by Martinelli et al. [13], the 288

ShoreSWEC (South Africa) [44], [45], the Leancon, and the 289

iVEC Floating Wave Power (FWP) plant (Australia) [46] can 290

be cited as newer multi-OWCs. 291

The OWC in [13] and the FWP are based on a modular and 292

scalable design, promoted to be assembled with a total power 293

rate ranging from a few kilowatts to greater than 50 MW. The 294

OWC in [13] and the ShoreSWEC performances have been 295

simulated and/or tested only in wave flumes or tanks, while 296

the FWP has been experimented also in a real environment 297

in 2009. In spite of the initial encouraging results, no new 298

developments in the FWP project are reported in literature. In 299

addition, the Leancon’s WEC [47] was tested in wave flume 300

and tank. Leancon completed offshore tests using a 1 : 40 scaled 301

prototype. In July 2015, Leancon had also launched offshore 302

tests with a 1 : 10 scaled prototype (Fig. 10). 303

The multichamber OWCs mentioned in this paper can be 304

considered as the second generation of this kind of WEC. 305

Even if today it is not possible to foresee their commercially 306

operating phase, they are hypothetically more promising than 307

the previous chamber OWCs. The PTO schematics inferred by 308

literature are drawn in Fig. 11. They can be useful is comparing 309

the different solutions. 310

The segmented multi-OWC does not require nonreturn 311

valves, and then, possible less head losses, together with the 312

simpler structure, can be the advantages, with respect to the 313

other solutions. A disadvantage arises from the use of self- 314

rectifying turbines that usually are less efficient than the stan- 315

dard ones working with unidirectional airflows. 316

In order to compare the other three solutions, let us assume 317

that the chamber arrays are equal, as well as the ducts, the 318

valves, and the efficiencies of the turbines. 319

As it can be noted by the patent [45], in the ShoreSWEC, the 320

pneumatic circuit is closed, and then, the mass balance requires 321

that the total airflow of the chambers where the water column is 322

moving up has to be equal to the total one of the chambers where 323

the column is moving down. Thus, compared to the multi-OWC 324

in [44] and the FWP, where the mass balance takes into account 325

airflows getting to and from the atmosphere, there are matching 326

losses between the high-pressure and low-pressure duct flows. 327
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Fig. 11. Pneumatic circuits of multi-OWCs. (a) Segmented. (b) ShoreSWEC.
(c) Multi-OWC in [13]. (d) FWP.

In comparison with the FWP, the multi-OWC in [13] has328

two valves more and then has more pressure drops. However,329

the absence of these balancing valves in the FWP is paid by330

doubling the turbogenerator. The design of both has to consider331

not only the chamber design to get resonance but also the332

overall length of the array, which have to match an integer333

number of wavelength of the most energetic incident waves.334

The ShoreSWEC is an array of chambers mounted on the335

seabed to form a pair of submerged collectors coupled in a336

“V”-formation to a conventional unidirectional air turbine337

generator mounted above the water level, in a tower at the338

apex of the V. The oblique angle orientation to the incident 339

waves enables its capture chambers to be activated sequentially, 340

providing, by means of the collectors, smooth unidirectional 341

airflow to the turbine [14]. 342

The KNSWING is a multichamber attenuator OWC, whose 343

first concept validation tests have been recently presented in 344

[48] and [49]; it can be considered as a device of the third gener- 345

ation because it is suitable for large-scale offshore systems. The 346

target installation site of the KNSWING is the Danish North 347

Sea. The full-scale chamber measures are set to give a resonant 348

period of 5.9 s. The total device length is 150 m. The PTO 349

efficiency and rated power estimated for the chosen installation 350

site are 65% and 2.9 MW, respectively. 351

III. TURBINES 352

Single-chamber OWC plants should be equipped with the 353

so-called self-rectifying turbines, which are able to keep the 354

same rotation direction despite the alternating airflows. Among 355

these turbines, the Wells is the most common, but many other 356

different designs have been developed over the last 30 years to 357

overcome some of its drawbacks when compared to conven- 358

tional turbines, such as lower efficiency, poorer starting, stall, 359

and higher noise level [50]. Some of the main proposed exam- 360

ples of suitable turbines for OWC devices are listed in Table I. 361

Also, some open-field vertical axis wind turbines, such as the 362

Savonius or the cross-flow turbine, which do not need reorien- 363

tation when the flow comes from multiple directions, can be 364

suitable for OWC systems and have been used for test purposes 365

[38]. The hydrodynamic behavior of self-rectifying turbines has 366

been already investigated in depth, and several reports compare 367

their overall performances in steady-state and irregular wave 368

conditions [51]. An extensive and detailed description of these 369

turbines is beyond the objectives of this review. 370

Despite the large number of research projects addressing 371

turbine design for use in OWC systems, the reported total wave- 372

to-wire efficiencies are often low, compromising the economic 373

feasibility of these energy plants. Thus, in literature, there are a 374

lot of works on turbines to improve the efficiency with respect 375

to Wells turbines, typically used for OWCs. Impulse turbines, 376

however, are becoming more widespread and are designed to 377

accommodate sudden spikes in pneumatic power at the input. 378

The efficiency of impulse turbines can reach 75% [52]. 379

Multichamber OWC, in which more caissons cooperate to 380

generate a unidirectional airflow, should theoretically over- 381

come this limit allowing the use of conventional air turbine, 382

featuring a higher efficiency [53]. However, the devices that 383

have been developed so far are at the prototype stage, and 384

the actual improvement of the overall system efficiency with 385

suitable turbines has not been demonstrated yet. Even though 386

in multi-OWCs the airflow is unidirectional, its magnitudes 387

can show a pulsed or fluctuating behavior. For this reason, the 388

efficiency of conventional air turbines, such as the bulb axial 389

or the Francis, is usually lower than the ones with steady flows 390

[53]. Furthermore, the development of this ducted air turbines 391

has been almost abandoned since the 1980s, while the evolution 392

and the optimization of the self-rectifying ones are still in 393

progress. Then, today, with fluctuating unidirectional flows, 394
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TABLE I
TURBINES FOR OWCS

it is not obvious to assume that the conventional turbine might395

be the best choice.396

IV. GENERATORS397

The task of an OWC is to produce airflow to be converted398

into electricity, as for wind generators. Therefore, the solutions399

adopted for open-field applications can be successfully applied400

to the OWCs as well, but it must be considered that the turbine401

and the converter will face quite harsh environmental condi-402

tions, mainly due to the presence of the saline water, vibrations,403

and, in floating devices, large mechanical stresses due to heavy404

motions during severe sea states. For this reason, although it is405

possible to adopt gearboxes, it is preferable to use direct-drive406

generators that imply the use of multipole machines.407

Until the recent past, the attention of the OWC developers408

was mainly focused on the primary PTO mechanisms because,409

first, it is necessary to validate the concept of wave energy410

to pneumatic energy conversion and then to verify sea411

performance and reliability. Once the primary PTO technology412

has matured, from the point of view of system optimization,413

it is essential to begin a detailed development of the electrical414

PTO [54].415

Compared to that of WECs, the technological evolution of416

turbogenerators for open-field wind energy converters is at a417

stage of relative maturity. Offshore wind farms, for example,418

operate at similar environmental conditions to those of fixed419

OWCs. The experience made for wind systems can be borrowed420

without excessive efforts in WECs. Unfortunately, for floating421

systems, the mechanical constraints are more stringent, and the422

choice of the possible generator is limited [55].423

As reported in [54], there is a convergence to one or two424

electrical machine technologies in wind energy systems. This is425

due to technical and economical consideration. O’Sullivan and426

Lewis tried to seek whether a similar rationale can be identified427

in the case of floating WECs.428

Since the beginning of the OWCs for electricity production429

experimentation, both brushed and brushless induction ma-430

chines [56]–[60], as well as permanent magnet machines [61],431

have been used for such devices.432

Since the airflow produced by the primary PTO shows large433

variations over time intervals of a few seconds or less, a434

Fig. 12. Topology of the electrical PTO used in the Vizhinjam OWC plant [57].

Fig. 13. Variable-speed topology with DFIG.

high-dynamic speed control is necessary in order to optimize 435

the power harvesting. A variable-speed generator-converter is 436

required. 437

Over time, technological change is evident considering the 438

first used topologies, as the one in Fig. 12 and the latest with 439

doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) [12] and PMSG [62] 440

with a back-to-back converter. 441

The DFIG is an induction machine with the stator directly 442

connected to the mains. The rotor terminals are available owing 443

to a slip-ring connection. In this way, as the rotor currents can 444

be controlled, it is possible to vary the speed of the rotating 445

magnetic field, thus controlling the generator’s speed. 446

The main advantage of this application (Fig. 13) is the high 447

controllability of the generator with respect to the squirrel- 448

cage generator directly connected to the grid. Moreover, the 449

converter that feeds the rotor does not need to be sized for the 450

rated power of the generator, limiting the cost of the converter, 451

especially for high-power applications. Typically, the converter 452

size is 30% of the stator rated power. A DIFIG allows variable AQ3453

speed and active/reactive controls within certain limits [63]. 454

Considering the OWC applications, the main drawback of the 455

DFIG is that the rotor terminals are available through brushes 456

or slip rings that degrade over time. Although brushless DFIGs 457
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Fig. 14. Full converter topology.

Fig. 15. Electrical energy flows in a WEC with energy storage.

are available, the control issue and the optimization of this458

kind of machine [64] have prevented its widespread application.459

Especially for offshore systems, the presence of the brushes460

and of the gearbox represents a reliability issue, and for this461

reason, the choice of a different generator/converter system may462

be preferable.463

In the full-size converter topology (Fig. 14), the back-to-back464

converter has to be designed by considering the overall power465

of the generator. Despite the fact that this solution is commonly466

adopted for the permanent magnet generator (PMSG), it is467

possible to use a wound rotor synchronous generator and also a468

squirrel-cage induction generator.469

The PMSG is one of the most adopted solutions for low-470

power systems due to its higher efficiency with respect to the471

induction generator [65]. In order to smooth the output power472

and improve the injection into the grid, an energy storage473

element could be added to this topology (Fig. 15). Viable tech-474

nologies for this purpose are batteries, flywheels, capacitors,475

and superconducting magnetic energy storage [66].476

For instance, in [67], supercapacitors (SCs) have been con-477

sidered for an energy storage system exploiting the turbine478

inertia in a variable-speed control (variable power at the output479

of the generator). Reliability issues suggest the use of SCs in480

a floating OWC, as the BBDB developed by the OceanEnergy481

(oceanenergy.ie). Fig. 16 shows the scheme of the topology for482

the BBDB proposed in [68] to improve power quality.483

V. POWER ELECTRONICS484

Regardless the OWC topology, the power electronics has to485

extract the energy from the turbogenerator and transfer it to486

the electric grid. Even if it is possible to employ an asynchro-487

nous generator directly connected to the grid without a power488

electronics front-end (fixed speed generator), this choice would489

lead to unacceptable performance of the OWC, and thus, the490

generator has to operate at variable speed.491

Fig. 16. Electrical PTO proposed in [68] for the BBDB OWC.

Fig. 17. AC/AC converter topologies. (a) Diode bridge rectifier followed by
dc/ac converter. (b) Back-to-back. (c) Matrix converter.

The ac/ac conversion has been widely studied, once again be- 492

fore for wind energy power plants, and the most common solu- 493

tions are the ac/dc converter [diode bridge rectifier Fig. 17(a) or 494

active rectifier Fig. 17(b)], followed the by dc/ac converter and 495

the matrix converter [Fig. 17(c)]. 496

The diode bridge rectifier allows the decoupling of the 497

two conversion stages, and standard topologies for the dc/dc 498

converters can be employed to regulate the amplitude of the 499

dc-link voltage. The main drawback of this solution is that 500

the generators’ currents are not directly controlled, depending 501

on the machines’ parameters; thus, the phase displacement 502

between the currents and electromotive forces can decrease the 503

overall system efficiency. 504

The active rectifier is a current-controlled voltage source 505

converter that usually implements a field-oriented control of the 506

machine, like an industrial drive. As in the previous solution, 507
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Fig. 18. Schematic of the electrical PTO of the PICO OWC. A filter reactor
smooths the dc bus current supplied to the CSI and limits the CSI switching
frequency currents that the rotor windings absorb. The ac capacitors are needed
for the CSI commutation. Together with three inductors, they form a low-pass
filter for the CSI output current [71].

the two conversion stages are decoupled, and well-known con-508

trol strategies may be employed. Moreover, with the decreasing509

price of semiconductor devices and digital signal processors,510

recently, multilevel converters have become a feasible solution.511

The matrix converter topology realizes a direct ac/ac con-512

version and does not feature a dc-link. The matrix converter513

control has been a topic of research in recent years. The more514

complex control system with respect to the topologies that515

imply an intermediate dc conversion and the absence of voltage516

boosting have limited its application, but in some cases (e.g.,517

WEC), the absence of a dc-link made by electrolytic capacitors518

can represent an unmistakable advantage in terms of lifetime.519

On the contrary, the system cannot be used to supply reactive520

power, as requested for grid-connected converters by modern521

standards, when power is not extracted from the OWC. In522

addition, multilevel and fault-tolerant matrix converter drives523

have been investigated [69], [70].524

As for the generators, a change of the state of the art over the525

last 20 years can be observed, as the technological evolution of526

power electronics and microprocessors enables us to perform527

increasingly complex functions.528

The use of the bridge rectifier at the generator side is the sim-529

pler solution, which has been used between 1990s and 2000s530

[57], [59], [71]. As an example, in 1997, the use of a variable-531

speed electrical generator was one of the most important and532

innovative features of the PICO OWC plant. The major task of533

the project was the development of the nonconventional (at that534

time) power electronics and control equipment. The power elec-535

tronic converter adopted for this system was a current source536

inverter (CSI), which has a variable dc voltage at its input and537

the grid voltage and frequency at its output. Fig. 18 shows the538

schematic of the power electronics made for the PICO OWC.539

In the last five years, the back-to-back with synchronous540

rectifier has been increasingly adopted because it allows a more541

flexible control. As an example, for the Wavegen’s Mutriku break-542

water OWC, the electrical PTO shown in Fig. 19 has been used.543

VI. CONTROL LAWS544

The performance of the OWCs lies in the combined effi-545

ciency of the different stages of conversion in Fig. 1: 1) wave to546

pneumatic (capture chambers, valves, and ducts); 2) pneumatic547

Fig. 19. Schematic of the electrical PTO of the Wavegen’s Mutriku breakwater
OWC [12].

to mechanical (turbine); 3) mechanical to electrical (generator); 548

and 4) electrical to electrical (power electronics). Device limi- 549

tations, such as a mismatch between wave frequencies and the 550

resonance frequency, or airflow oscillations onto the turbine 551

and challenges of the natural environment, such as variations 552

in wave conditions, can affect significantly the efficiency of the 553

overall system. Thus, in real operation, the overall efficiency 554

has not been able to reach the theoretical values anticipated 555

by designers. In order to solve some problems affecting the 556

efficiency of the OWC, a control system has been introduced, 557

applying different strategies and algorithms, with the aim of 558

maximizing the instantaneous power output of the WEC [20]. 559

Newer control systems of OWCs are composed of two sub- 560

systems, a wave converter control and an electrical converter 561

control. The first one controls the rotational speed of the turbine 562

and the airflow [72], and the second one controls the electrical 563

variables as active and reactive powers, or the voltage of the 564

back-to-back dc bus, to interface the generator to the grid. 565

A scheme of a system with control on primary and electrical 566

PTOs can be found in [73] (Fig. 20), which presents the control 567

applied to the Wavegen’s Mutriku breakwater OWC. 568

Generally, a power electronics unit controls the turbogener- 569

ator of a WEC (e.g., the rotor-side converter RSC in Fig. 20), 570

while, as grid interface, another power electronics unit (e.g., the 571

grid-side converter GSC in Fig. 20) can be used. The choice of 572

these units in terms of topology and rating is strongly dependent 573

on the control laws to be applied [74]. The control strategies can 574

increase the complexity of both the mechanical and electrical 575

parts of an OWC. Consequently, the application of a strategy 576

will not affect only the efficiency of the energy conversion 577

but also other requirements such as robustness, survivability, 578

maintenance, and, ultimately, cost of electricity produced by 579

sea waves. 580

In the OWCs, the control has to meet a number of require- 581

ments, such as rotational speed allowable range, electric power 582

quality, and acceptable fluctuations in the power supplied to the 583

grid. Conversely, the turbine’s rotational speed should match 584

the sea conditions as much as possible to achieve an efficient sea 585

wave conversion. Then, the approaches to maximize the power 586

extraction from the waves and satisfy the grid connection rules 587
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Fig. 20. System scheme of the Wavegen’s Mutriku breakwater OWC [73].

Fig. 21. Scheme of the control applied to DFIG proposed in [75].

can be different. Theoretically, as mentioned in Section IV,588

control strategies of wind power plants may be eligible also for589

OWC systems; however, not all of the state of art in this field has590

been applied to this technology yet. For instance, the predictive591

power control has been considered for an OWC application only592

recently [75]. The scheme of the proposed control is shown593

in Fig. 21.594

Referring to the wind power system, classical techniques595

include power, speed, or torque control.596

Depending on the inertia of the turbine, fixed or variable597

speed implementing a maximum power point tracking (MPPT)598

can be the most advantageous strategy. The MPPT for open-599

field wind systems has been the topic of several studies, and600

it can be pursued with different algorithms and techniques,601

such as perturbation and observation (P&O), or laws obtained602

by known mechanical performances of the turbine or neural603

network [76]. The scheme of the neural rotational speed control604

proposed in [76] is shown in Fig. 19, presented in Section V.605

One of the most adopted solutions aims to track the maxi-606

mum power locus depending on the rotational speed with a pre-607

programmed characteristic obtained from the turbine’s model,608

like the torque reference-based MPPT method in [77]. The609

measurement or the evaluation of the air speed is mandatory610

for these methods. In literature, some works were successful611

in estimating the wind speed with a model of the turbine612

Fig. 22. Self-rectifying turbine efficiency [51].

employing neural network [78] or the support-vector-regression 613

theory [79]. 614

In [80], an adaptive algorithm (P&O algorithm widely em- 615

ployed for photovoltaic converters) adjusts the duty cycle of a 616

dc/dc converter to go toward the increasing power. The same 617

approach was followed in [81]. In order to improve the tracking 618

performance of the P&O method, a study of the power coeffi- 619

cient against a new MPPT indicator was performed in [82]. 620

As explained before, in the case of monochamber OWC, the 621

bidirectional wind flow implied the choice of a specific turbine 622

technology, i.e., the Wells turbine. The Wells turbine is the most 623

widespread solution for OWCs. However, it presents the serious 624

issue of the stall phenomenon, which happens when the ratio 625

between the wind velocity and the blade tip speed exceeds a 626

specific threshold, and then, it is necessary to design the control 627

to avoid it [83]. In order to prevent this condition, it must be 628

ensured that the airflow coefficient is between specified limits, 629

as shown in Fig. 22 (where the airflow coefficient φ is defined 630

by the ratio between axial flow velocity VX and circumferential 631

velocity UR), and then, several works in literature are focused 632

on this topic. 633

For example, in [84], a throttle valve mounted in series 634

with the turbine, in the duct connecting the chamber to the 635

atmosphere, is used to control the flow through the turbine, 636

in order to prevent or reduce the stalling losses and then to 637

increase the amount of energy produced by the plant. 638

In [62], two approaches were pursued, comparing the po- 639

tential benefits for low- or high-inertia turbine. In particular, if 640

the pressure measurement inside the chamber is available, the 641

optimum generator speed can be computed to keep the Wells 642

turbine in the maximum efficiency region. This solution implies 643

the presence of torque and speed loops for the generator, so 644

there may be issues in the case of small inertia values. Without 645

the pressure measurement, the locus of the points of maximum 646

efficiency in the torque versus generator’s speed curve can be 647

computed offline. A lookup table linking the reference torque to 648

the actual generator speed is used in order to make the system 649

able to follow the maximum power point. 650
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For multichamber OWC systems, the control issues are simi-651

lar to the ones of the open-field wind energy conversion systems652

if the same unidirectional flow turbines are used [85]. Since653

these kinds of power plants are at early development stages,654

this research area is still to be explored.655

Good summaries of the control strategies to control the rota-656

tional speed of the turbines and the airflow of single-chamber657

OWCs can be found in [20].658

VII. DISCUSSION659

It may be noted that it is difficult to compare the performance660

achieved by the various experiments or operating plants be-661

cause of different solutions and different boundary conditions.662

What is clear is that theoretical performances, in practice, are663

difficult to reach, although in recent years, the implementation664

of new and more complex control techniques is helping in665

reducing this difference. The development of simulation tools666

available to designers leads in the same direction. As a matter of667

fact, the ability to simulate increasingly accurate models allows668

faster improvements of all of the OWC’s components.669

The literature reading made for this work has also shown670

that, even if the number of published works is great, one can671

find more or less detailed information only about few relatively672

mature technologies (e.g., PICO, LIMPET, and Wavegen’s673

Mutriku). Typically, private companies or inventors do not674

publish the results obtained by developments because they care675

to protect their patents or because results, probably considered676

not exiting, may misrepresent their products or ideas.677

To achieve success in WEC’s R&D project, it is essential to678

consider that a long-term development plan is needed, as well679

as the quite large team of experts and facilities. Consequently,680

great investments are unavoidable. The actions taken by gov-681

ernments to finance the R&D projects cannot be enough to682

remove the obstacles to the diffusion of the WECs. The ocean683

energy sector is creating a new industry, but there are not yet684

commercially available machines, although many projects are685

at an advanced stage of development. The risks for this develop-686

ment are large, and then, coordinated efforts and collaboration687

between nations to avoid repetitions and accelerate the progress688

are required. A good example of this kind of cooperation is689

the MArine Renewables Infrastructure Network for emerging690

Energy Technologies (MARINET), made by 29 European part-691

ners, including universities and national government research692

centers, industry research centers, government agencies, and693

industries. Among the objectives of MARINET, there is the dis-694

semination of good practices, collected by highly experienced695

research groups for WEC development and the networking of a696

number of world-class research facilities, which can support the697

R&D of the ocean energy industry at all stages of development.698

In addition, the dissemination of information related to the699

experimental results can contribute to obtaining a higher suc-700

cess rate of the solutions under development.701

VIII. CONCLUSION702

Some developed OWCs have been presented considering five703

issues: structures to convert sea waves to airflows, turbines,704

electric generators, power electronics, and electronic controls.705

By the literature, it can be inferred that, despite decades of 706

studies and tests to ensure features such as reliability, durability, 707

and cost-effectiveness of these technologies, further research 708

and development are required. Because of the hostile environ- 709

ment in which they must operate, the development of these 710

systems, beyond large and advanced facilities, requires long- 711

term projects, relying on teams composed of many people with 712

different skills. In most cases, the need for large-size R&D bud- 713

gets, rather than high costs of construction and maintenance, led 714

to the project decommissioning. To date, the single-chamber 715

OWCs are those in more advanced state of R&D, with the 716

development of different structures with high survival, types 717

of ducted self-rectifying turbines, and customized electronic 718

controls. While the development of these three issues is typical 719

of WECs, the power electronic topologies are borrowed from 720

the solutions adopted for open-field wind energy converters. 721
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